ham on rye wikipedia - ham on rye is a 1982 semi autobiographical novel by american author and poet charles bukowski written in the first person the novel follows henry chinaski bukowski s thinly veiled alter ego during his early years written in bukowski s characteristically straightforward prose the novel tells of his coming of age in los angeles during the great depression, ham on rye a novel charles bukowski 9780061177583 - charles bukowski s fourth novel ham on rye is the semi autobiographical story of the early years of his alter ego henry chinaski it is a finely written and honest account of the painful childhood of a boy marked out from his peers, ham on rye by charles bukowski goodreads share book - ham on rye is the rough and tumble tale of henry chinaski bukowski s alter ego in telling his story bukowski is alternately sad funny earthy raunchy and angry in telling his story bukowski is alternately sad funny earthy raunchy and angry, ham on rye a novel kindle edition by charles bukowski - ham on rye a novel kindle edition by charles bukowski download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading ham on rye a novel, ham on rye charles bukowski paperback - from a harrowingly cheerless childhood in germany through acne riddled high school years and his adolescent discoveries of alcohol woman and the los angeles public library s collection of d h lawrence ham on rye offers a crude brutal and savagely funny portrait of an outcast s coming of age during the desperate days of the great depression, top 10 quotes from the charles bukowski novel ham on rye - bukowski started writing ham on rye after his publisher at black sparrow john martin suggested he tackle the one part of his life he hadn t written much about his childhood the novel which is bukowski s fourth does just that chronicling chinaski s life from childhood all the way up to his early twenties
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